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Transcarpathia and the Malenkiy Robot1
During the World War II (from 1939 till 1944) Transcarpathia belonged
to Hungary. The population of the region amounted to 853 949 in 1941.
More than half of the population declared themselves Ukrainians (Rusyns,
Ruthenians), the number of them was 500 418 people accounting for 58,1%
of the population. The second most populous nationality was Hungarian. It
made up 27,3% of the population which meant 233 875 people. It should be
mentioned that according to the Hungarian statistical methodology language
use inquiry was held and not ethnicity was studied at that time. Thus,
numerous Jews and Gypsies were listed as inhabitants whose mother tongue
was Hungarian. The number of Jews was 78 699 (9,2%), Romanians 15 599
(1,8%), Germans 13 222 (1,5%) and Gypsies 1 193 (0,1%). (Figure 1.)

Figure 1. Ethnic map of the present-day territory of Transcarpathia in 1941
Edited by Erzsébet Molnár D. – István Molnár D.
1 This research was supported by the European Union and the State of Hungary,
co-financed by the European Social Fund in the framework of TÁMOP 4.2.4.A/2-11-12012-0001
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Source: Kárpátalja településeinek nemzetiségi (anyanyelvi) adatai (1880 –
1941) [National (Mother tongue) data of Settlements of Transcarpathia (1880
- 1941)]. Központi Statisztikai Hivatal, Budapest, 1996.

At the end of 1944, by defiling the front line and calming down
weapons brought the Transcarpathian Hungarians and Germans not
the era of peace and calmness but a period when they had to face up
further hardships. According to the created Doctrine of Collective Guilt
– which declared the collective guilt of Germans and Hungarians – the
consequences of the lost World War for ten thousands of people belonging
to these ethnics there were deportations, forced labour and malenkiy robot.
Intentions of Stalin and the Soviet leadership concerning the
punishment of Hungarian nation were already obvious in 1943, when
Molotov, the Soviet People’s Comissar for Foreign Affairs wrote the
following lines to A. C. Kerr, British Ambassador to Moscow: “The
Soviet government thinks that for the armed help which Hungary
rendered to Germany … not only the Hungarian government has to take
responsibility but more or less Hungarian population too.”2
The Soviet will to punish the Hungarian nation was obvious in the
case of Transcarpathian Hungarians too, as Stalin decided to attach this
territory to the Soviet Union. According to professional opinions the
biggest and most revealed ethnical clean up in the territory of that time
Hungary took place in Transcarpathia in order to annex the area to the
Soviet Union smoothly.3 Systematic, ruthless imposing of the Soviet
regime began in Transcarpathia in October 1944, when the soldiers of
the Soviet Army, exactly the 4th Ukrainian Front appeared in the region.
Soldiers of the 4th Ukrainian Front got across the Tatar Pass on 27th
September 1944 and they captured Uzhgorod – the centre of the region –
on 27th October 1944. Thus, by the end of October the whole region got
under the Soviet military occupation with the exception of the town Chop
2 A letter by V. Molotov, the Soviet people’s commissar of foreign affairs written to
the British ambassador in Moscow. Moscow, June 7, 1943. Zalán Bognár, Malenkey
robot, or the deportation of the civilian population in large numbers from Hungary to
forced labour in the Soviet Union in 1944/45, with special regard to those deported as
Germans. In. Zalán Bognár (ed.), „Egyetlen bőnünk a származásunk volt...” Német és
magyar polgári lakosok deportálása „malenkij robot”-ra a sztálini lágerekbe 1944/45–
1955. [Our Only Guilt Was Our Origin…” The Deportation of German and Hungarian
Civil Residents for “Malenkiy robot” to the Camps of Stalin from 1944/45 till 1955]
Pécs, 2009. 401. [hereinafter Bognár, Malenkey,]
3 Bognár, Malenkey, 415.
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in which the troops of Hungarian Army were able to hold their positions
for the longest time, until the end of November.
Among the numerous features of the sovietization of Transcarphatia
– establishing the soviet (council) system, organizing collective farms,
violent gathering of crops, forcible nationalization, and struggle against
the historical Churches – the most tragic measure of the Soviet power in
Transcarpathia was the malenkiy robot.
On the 12th of November 1944 the Military Council of the 4th
Ukrainian Front gave the notorious top secret command No.0036:
(Top secret) Command No. 0036 of the Military Council of the 4th
Ukrainian Front, which occupied Transcarpathia4
“1. The military governments of cities, towns and bigger rural
settlements are obliged to register the soldiers and officers who were in
service in the German and Hungarian armed forces irrespective of their
nationality, from November 14 up to November 16.
2. We have to compile a list of all German and Hungarian men
between the ages of 18 and 50 liable to military service who currently
live on the territory of the liberated Transcarpathian Ukraine, as well as
the officials and clerks of the Hungarian police and gendarmerie who
reside on the territory of the liberated Transcarpathian Ukraine. … The
military commanders have to inform the persons in question about their
obligation to appear again on November 18. … The persons in question
who live on the territory of the liberated Transcarpathian Ukraine have
to be guided into POW transit places in separate groups according to the
prepared lists under convoy.
Major general Fadeyev, commander of the NKVD-quads, responsible
for the control of the hinterland, has to direct his corps to intensify efforts
in order to find and arrest the listed persons.”
Next day appeared the Command No. 2 of the Town government
was declared and called upon the male population aged 18-50 years of
Hungarian and German nationality to register themselves.
ORDER 2 of the Town Command
November 13, 1944
1. Those soldiers and officers who belonged to the Hungarian
and German armies and remained on the territory of the liberated
Transcarpathia are obliged to register at the nearest town command
4 A “malenykij robot” dokumentumokban [“Malenkiy Robot” in Documents]. Ed.
György Dupka – Alekszej Korszun. Ungvár – Budapest, 1993. 72–73.
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within three days beginning November 14th of this year.
All German and Hungarian men between the ages of 18 and 50 who
are subject to military service shall report at the town command.
2. Those who were in service of the police or the gendarmerie in
Transcarpathia during the Hungarian occupation are obliged to report
within the same time.
3. Persons can register at the town commands only from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. every day.
The last day for reporting is November 16, 1944.
4. Those who fail to register, will be arrested and court-martialled.
Town Command
As it can be seen the warning pointed out the 16th of November as the
last day of registration and it also informed the population that all those
who did not register would be arrested and court-martialled. Besides
the placards announcing the command, in the settlements they also
proclaimed the registering obligation. It was announced several times
every day and in some places it was also emphasized that if the obliged
person did not report, all of his family would be put to the sword: “It was
announced by drumbeat that all men between the ages of 18 and 50 were
obliged to register for a three-day work having a three-day supply of food
and blankets with them as they would be taken for three-day work… Not
only once was it announced by drumbeat, but every hour from morning
till evening, and it was also proclaimed that if a person refused to register,
all members of his family would be killed.”5
Different pretexts were issued by the representatives of the new
regime: in some settlements people were gathered for the reason of
taking over such a certificate which authorized them to move freely in
the area “liberated” by the Red Army; in other settlements – and in the
most villages – the explanation was the only 3 day long reparation and
restoring work, the “little work” or the “malenkiy robot” which concept
has become a terminology and it has come into general use also in
Hungarian language thus hallmarking the Soviet measures concerning
the deportation of Hungarian and German civilians. People believing the
propaganda to be true went to the assigned places on 18 November, but
there they did not receive any certificates but soldiers with submachineguns went through their pockets and took away all usable things from
5 Citation from András Nagy’s reminiscence. The interview was taken in 2005 and it
belongs to the proper of Tivadar Lehoczky Institute.
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them, what is more, even the better footwear.6
Sorting people out according to their nationalities in different
gathering places may be concluded that the main reason of deportation
was the ethnic cleansing, to which the doctrine of collective guilt gave
suitable ideological principle for the Stalin regime. Those who declared
themselves Rusyns, Ukrainians or Slovaks – since nationality was
determined by themselves – or could say at least the Lord ’s Prayer or
the Anthem in Rusyn or Slovakian language they were given a certificate
and were allowed to go home: “The process of registration took place
in the present-day Lajos Kossuth Secondary School No. 4. We walked
to the school where the NKVD [Narodny Komissariat Vnutrennikh Del
/ People’s Comissariat for Internal Affairs] was waiting for us. We took
Hungarian certificates with us. The certificates of the Hungarians were
not stamped by the NKVD, so we were to proceed along the corridor and
we were directed into a large school yard. To those who did not consider
themselves Hungarian but belonging to any other nationality, triangular
stamps were put in their certificates and they were directed into another
yard, a front yard, and then they were released from there.”7
The first marching columns of gathered Transcarpathian1 male
population were sent off on 18th November 1944 towards the relocation
centrre and transit camp in Svaliava. The transit camp in Svaliava was
built by the Soviet authorities from the former barrack of Hungarian
Army and it was the part of the Starij Sambor-centred camp-system. For
the prisoners who were driven by strict armed escort it was forbidden to
step out the line or to leave their place. (Figure 2)

6 Bognár, Malenkey, 416.
7 Citation from survivor Sándor Huszti’s reminiscence. The interview was taken in
2005 and it belongs to the proper of Tivadar Lehoczky Institute.
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Figure 2. Route of the deportations
Edited by Erzsébet Molnár D. – István Molnár D.

As they spent nights in different unheated buildings or in the openair on their way to the camp in cold November, most of them had got cold
by the time they arrived in Svaliava. The situation became more serious
when the Soviet soldiers took their shoes and coats away. “Buildings, brick
houses were taken by the officers of the headquarters of the commander
and the staff… Prisoners were taken into stinking stables where even air
hardly was.”8
According to the remembrance of survivors, in the “death camp”
in Svaliava, as it was named at that time, 100-120 men were buried in
mass graves without signs next to the camp every day:9 “… the sight of
the camp was deterrent even from outside. Our astonishment increased
as the gate was opened: first a big lorry came out that was loaded up
with dead bodies and we could go in after that. The sight was even more
terrifying from inside. Typhus raged inside the wire fences. 2-3 lorries of
dead bodies were transported away every day.”10
In Svaliava a large number of deportees died because of the inhuman
conditions, starvation, epidemic and cold. According to some opinions
8 Jenő Nagy, Megaláztatásban [In Humiliation]. Ungvár – Budapest, 1992. 12.
9 Bognár, Malenkey, 416.
10 László Nagy, Deportálásom – fogságom története [„History of My Deportation –
Captivity”]. = Szabolcs-Szatmári Szemle, 1990. 379.
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most of the Transcarpathian Hungarians died in Svaliava.11Here the
internees already were forced to do different jobs: building bridges,
carrying woods which were typical during all the time of the deportation.
The deportees were intended to be used as free labour force in order to
rebuild the Soviet Empire being in ruins after war.
Those starved, frozen to the bone and humiliated in their human
dignity prisoners who survived the initial tribulations in Svaliava were
made to march through the Uzhok Pass to Stariy or Noviy Sambor. Here
they were put on trains leaving for different camps in the Soviet Union
from where most of them never came back.
“We set off for Velika Berezna in awful weather conditions and bad
footwear. Having arrived in Malomret [Zhornava], we were bundled into a
wooden house. In the morning we got two-three spoons of soup and glop. Thus
we proceeded in the direction of Uzhok. We spent the night on foot, having no
opportunity to fall into a swoon because we were cramped for room…
In the morning we set out for Sambor. In the evening we got a handful
of dried peas and two pieces of bread there. Neither saw we any drinking
water. Our place of residence was a crumbling building, but at least we
could lie down: some men slept on dry places while others in the mud
or by the windows. In the morning we moved forward and arrived in
Novij Sambor in the evening. Here we were placed in a stable, because all
buildings were engaged. As several thousand people did not have room,
they walked up and down. A few days later we were guided into railway
carriages. We were directed into goods wagon in different ways and
transported to all regions of the country. On December 16, our company
was directed into a carriage. 100 anguished Hungarian captives were
bundled into a goods wagon. I reached the age of 20 in the camp here.
Perhaps we got food three times in 14 days, parboiled beans with
much salt, and once we got some bread and fish, without any water, and
they did not give us a sip. The hoary heads of iron screws being in the side
of the wagon refreshed us only. Sometimes frost nipped at our tongues.
When we waited for a long time at an abandoned station, they counted us
in a brusque manner by means of rifle butt. I spent Christmas like that.
26. 12. 1944.”12
11 József Botlik – György Dupka, Ez hát a hon… [So This is Homeland…] Budapest
–Szeged, 1991. 55.
12 According to the notes of Endre Baráth (malenkiy robot survivor). Chornyi Potik,
1989.
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The news about inhuman circumstances in the camps was coming
to Hungary even at the end of 1944. On December 26, 1944, right
after the Provisional National Government was formed, it made a
complaint against the deportations of the civilian population to the Soviet
government. On January 7, 1945 Hungarian Prime Minister Béla Miklós
Dálnoki wrote a letter to the Soviet government aiming at releasing the
deported civilians in which he referred respectively to the people carried
forcibly away from Transcarpathia: “From Bereg county Hungarian
men were taken off to labour service nearly two months ago. From town
Beregszász [Berehove] and the neighbouring villages, which belong to
Czechoslovakia in accordance with the Trianon contract, the Hungarian
population between 18-50 years was taken off on the 19th of November.
On the 21st of November, men between 18-50 years were also taken
off from the Trianon area of Bereg County, from the villages east of the
highway of Beregszász-Vásárosnamény. Out of these people priests,
Rusyns, Gipsies, Jewish or Greek Catholic religious people were sent
back to their families from Beregszász [Berehove]. [...] According to the
complaints received, the accommodation and nutrition of the Hungarians
being at forced labour is very poor. A lot of them became ill as they are
without any warm clothes. [...] The release of the Hungarian men who
have been at forced labour for a long time became necessary and that is
why 1 ask you to order the release of these people.”13
Persons deported with reference to malenkiy robot were taken in socalled GUPVI (Glavnoe Upravlenie Voyennoplennikh i Internirovannikh
/ General Management of POW’s and Internees) camps which were under
the control and supervision of the NKVD as well as the GULAG camps.
But there were significant differences between the two camp systems. The
GUPVI camps were set up for POWs and internees who were dragged
away in large numbers ignoring their personal identification. The Soviet
authorities focused merely on meeting the plan figures as well as on the
isolation of a given nationality just like in the case of the Transcarpathian
Hungarians. On the other hand, in the case of people who were taken
off to GULAG (Glavnoe Upravlenie ispravitelno-trudovykh Lagerei /
Main Administration of Corrective Labour Camps) camps the prisoner’s
personal identity was very important. The representatives of the
13 Dálnoki Miklós Béla kormányának (Ideiglenes Nemzeti Kormány) minisztertanácsi
jegyzőkönyvei 1944. december 23. – 1945. november 15. [Protocols of Councils of
Ministers of Béla Dálnoki Miklós Government, December 23, 1944 – November 15,
1945 ]. Ed. László Szűcs. Budapest, 1997. 149.
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occupying Soviet authority presumed that they could hinder the process
of establishing the regime. Therefore they became inmates by show trials
organized against them and directed to GULAG forced labour camps.
One more important difference should be mentioned between GUPVI and
GULAG camp system: while most of the GUPVI camps were situated in
the European part of the Soviet Union – mainly on the Eastern part of
Ukraine, in the Donets Basin and also in the Ural – the GULAG camps
were located in the Trans-Uralian area, on the Asian part of the empire.14
We can get information about the life circumstances in the camps by
the survivors’ notes, diaries and reminiscence: “We ate twice a day in the
barrack: at down and at noon. At around 4–5 a. m. pearl barley soup was
spilled into petrol barrels in the dark barrack. We got a half litre of it. At
noon we had the same portion. In addition, we got bread. (1 loaf of bread
for four men – 1 loaf of bread for 12 men. It depends on the available
supply of bread in stock.) And once they give a spoonful of sugar to us
with a fillet of salted fish. The menu was not varied, but it was just enough
for me … I witnessed unimaginable scenes because of the limited supply
of food. Swears, quarrels, taking skins of potatoes from rubbish, etc.”15
“January 1, 1945 – we arrived in Orel, in a camp that was surrounded
by barbed wire. It was a barn which had been used for military purposes
before. There were no doors or attic in the building. Only uncomfortable
wooden beds could be found in it. Five of us sat on the place of one.
In this way, we stayed up for several weeks. After two months spent in
miserable conditions, only one third of us remained alive. Afterwards,
we had enough space. A considerable number of captives lay in hospital
while most of them were buried in mass graves with nothing on, because
all clothes were pulled off from them.”16
“There were no mornings without 6–10 dead men. … It was
troublesome… until an amount of a sledge of dead bodies were gathered
on it … Even their clothes were taken off, people looked like a piece of
wood. They were frozen, put onto the sledge and covered up by a blanket
in order that civilians not see who were carried away. We were in very
bad conditions.”17
14 Bognár, Malenkey, 442.
15 According to the notes of György Deák (malenkiy robot survivor). Bobruisk, 1945.
16 According to the notes of Endre Baráth (malenkiy robot survivor). Chornyi Potik,
1989.
17 An extract from Sándor Tar’s reminiscence. The interview was taken in 2005 and
it belongs to the proper of Tivadar Lehoczky Institute.
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This was not the only wave of deportations from Transcarpathia.
As Stalin intended to use “German workforce” in reparations communal
labour in the Soviet Union because “human resources were nearly
exhausted by the end of the war; and the use of the enemy labour force
appeared to be simply a matter of fact reasonable and appropriate”18 for
the Soviet leadership. On the base of the order No. 7161 of the Soviet
State Defense Committee Stalin ordered:
“1.) All German men of 17-45 years and women 18-30 years who are
able to work and are staying in the area of Romania, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria
and Czechoslovakia liberated by the Red Army have to be mobilized and
interned for the purpose of directing them to work in the Soviet Union.
It has to be made clear that the mobilization applies both for Germans
of German and Hungarian citizenship and Germans of Romanian,
Yugoslavian, Bulgarian and Czechoslovakian citizenship.
2.) The mobilization shall be controlled by the People’s Commissariat
of the Interior of the Soviet Union (comrade Beria).
The people’s Commissariat of the Interior of the Soviet Union shall be
charged with organization of the transit places, reception of the internees,
assembling and starting of the trains and guarding of the trains on the way.
The trains shall be started to the Soviet Union according to the pace
of the arrival of the German internees at the transit places.
3.) Comrades Malinovsky and Vinogradov shall be obliged to
implement the following in relation to Romania and comrades Tolbukhin
and Biryuzov in relation to Bulgaria and Yugoslavia:
A) to implement the mobilization and internment of the Germans
mentioned in article 1) through the government offices of the country
concerned
B) to ensure together with comrades Apollonov and Gorbatyuk,
deputies of the Soviet People’Comissariat of the Interior that the
responsible military and civilian authorities take the necessary measures
in order to make the Germans in question appear in the transit places.
In case of Hungary comrades Malinovsky and Tolbukhin, in case of
Czechoslovakia comrade Petrov shall be ordered to announce through
the town commanders on behalf of the front government the provisions
necessary for the internment of the Germans according to article 1) of
this order, as well as to ensure together with the deputies of the Soviet
People’s Commissariat of the Interior that the measures necessary for the
18 Pavel Polian, Against Their Will. The History and Geography of Forced Migrations
int he USSR. Budapest – New York, 2004. 244.
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appearance of the Germans to be mobilized at the transit places are taken.
4.) It shall be permitted the Germans to be transported to take with
them warm clothes, reserve underclothes, bed-clothes, household utensils
for personal use and food, in total up to 200 kg per head.
5.) Comrade Khrulyov, the military supply chief of the Red Army
and comrade Kovalyov shall be commissioned to provide the trains and
cars for the transportation of the internees, as well as their food supply
on the way.
6.) All Germans shall be directed to the renovation work of the coal
mining industry of the Donets coal basin and of the iron smelting industry
of the South. Worker battalions of 1000 persons shall be formed out of the
Germans who arrive at the workplaces.
The People’s Commissariat of Defense (comrade Golikov) shall
ensure 12 officers for every battalion out of the officers restrictedly fit for
service in the Red Army.
7.) The organization of the reception of the internees at the workplaces,
their accommodation, their nutrition, as well as the provision of all other
conditions of existence for the Germans who arrive and the organization
of their jobs shall be carried out by the People’s Commissariat of Coal
Mining and the People’s Commissariat of Iron Smelting.
(…)
10.) The collection and internment of the Germans shall be
implemented in December 1944 and in January 1945, and the transportation
to the workplaces shall be finished until the February 15, 1945.
President of the State Defence Committee, J. Stalin19
The order applied also to the Transcarpathian Germans and in
December 2014 Command No. 0060 was issued which concerned all
German men between the ages of 17 and 45 and women between the ages
of 18 and 30 able to work. Only those few women who have a child under
the age of 1 year could escape. Most of them were deported in the Donets
Basin in Horlivka.20 (Figure 3)

19 The text of the order is quoted by Bognár, Malenkey, 420–421.
20 Roman Ofitsinskiy, Etnikai tisztogatások [Ethnic Cleansing], In. Csilla Fedinec –
Mikola Vehes (eds.), Kárpátalja 1919-2009, történelem, politika, kultúra [Transcarpathia
1919-2009, History, Politics, Culture]. Budapest, 2010. 246.
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Figure 3. Labour camps in the Donets Basin
Edited by Erzsébet Molnár D. – István Molnár D.

Men of military age deported in the course of malenkiy robot, in
some documents are listed as prisoners of war (POWs), while in other
cases they are marked as internees. Mentioning together civilians interned
from Transcarpathia and prisoners of war in different documents and
being treated in the same way it may be concluded that Soviet leadership
considered deported civilians – even who had never held weapons in their
hands - as potential prisoners of war. About those who were considered to
be prisoners of war by the Soviet leadership we can get information from
the decision approved in 1941 by the Council of People’s Commissars of
USSR: „All those qualify prisoners of war who belong to armed forces of
states being at war with the Soviet Union, who fell into captivity during
military operations as, as well as the civilian people of these countries
who were internee to the territory of the Soviet Union.”21
People’s Council of Transcarpathian Ukraine in summer of 1945
issued a circular letter in each settlement about making a list of prisoners
21 Command of Peoples’ Commissars Council of USSR No.1798-800. T. (Secret!).
July 1, 1941. In. Magyar hadifoglyok a Szovjetunióban. Dokumentumok (1941-1953)
[Hungarian POWs in the Soviet Union. Documents (1941-1953)]. Ed. Éva Mária Varga.
Moszkva – Budapest, 2006. 55.
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of war and civilians being in different camps in the USSR. Since the
register applied to all the men, who at that time were in any camp of the
Soviet lager system, civilians who were deported in course of malenkiy
robot as well got to the list as prisoners of war who got in captivity as the
consequence of moving the front line. According to this list, in summer
of 1945 almost 27 thousand inhabitants of Transcarpathia were kept in
prison in POWs camps and labour camps,22 and a great part of them never
returned to their homeland. We can state that not only men of 18-50 years
were deported as the official version sounded but also youth of 15-16
years and men above 50 years.23
Many of those who could return died within a short time of different
illnesses caught in the camp, but malenkiy robot also left a permanent
trauma in survivals’ souls who were tortured physically, humiliated
and forced to lose their human dignity. “The victims of GUPVI and the
survivors, who are also victims, were exposed to serious traumatic effects
during the forced labour, and their traumas were created by mistrust and
suppression.”24
This high rate of deportations besides the personal tragedies has meant
a communal trauma and tragedy for the Transcarpathian Hungarians since
the consequences of the largest deportation has influenced the number
of community in a negative way. The deportees’ rehabilitation – who
received even greater punishment because of their origin than common
criminals – has not been done till nowadays.
On 26 November 1944, just after extensive and organized actions
that led to the decimation of the population of ethnic Hungarians and
Germans, the 1st Congress of the People’s Committees of Transcarpathia
was held in Mukachevo. The representation was neither equal nor
proportional. In addition a large number of settlements did not send a
delegate there. Representatives of the NKVD, internal security services
and soldiers attended the congress where the frightened and politically
one-sidedly influenced participants unilaterally adopted the Manifesto
on the unification of Transcarpathian Ukraine with the Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic. The preamble of the proclamation written in
Moscow stated that Hungarians and Germans were eternal enemies of
the Ukrainian nation. The Mukachevo Manifesto decided to “reunite” the
22 Transcarpathian State Archive [hereinafter TSA], P-14, op. 1., od. zb. 216–232.
23 TSA, P-14, op. 1., od. zb.216., 1-32.
24 Zsuzsa Singer, GUPVI camps from a psychological aspect. In. Bognár, Our only
guilt, 401.
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Transcarpathian Ukraine with its great mother, the Soviet Ukraine and
leave the framework of Czechoslovakia. It also asked for entry into the
Soviet Union and announced the election of a national council, which
alone had the power to represent “the will of the people.”25 During
building up the soviet regime in Transcarpathia the situation in which
Hungarian people got was particularly disadvantageous. These people
also were declared fascists in several documents that were created during
the Soviet era.26
In the decades of existence the Soviet Union it was forbidden to
remember, or even to talk publicly about what happened in 1944 and the
history of deportations was on the first places on the list of taboo topics.
Appearance of the first writings and the first public commemoration
which meant the breakthrough of the wall of silence might happen only
at the end of 1980s or at the beginning of 1990s.27 Thanks to memoirs and
narration of survivors, through memorials, publications and conferences
analyzing the events, malenkiy robot became the defining element of the
collective memory of Transcarpathian Hungarians.

25 Paul Robert Magocsi, The Shaping of a National Identity Subcarpathian Rus’
1848-1948. Cambridge, Massachusetts – London, 1978. 253–254.
26 TSA, P-14, op. 1., od.zb. 6.
27 See: Koncepciós perek magyar elítéltjei. A sztálinizmus áldozatainak emlékkönyve
1944-1957 [Hungarian Convicts of Show Trials. Album of the Victims of Stalinism
1944-1957]. Ed. György Dupka. Ungvár – Budapest, 1993., Élő történelem. Válogatás
a meghurcolt magyarok visszaemlékezéseiből 1944-1992 [Living History. Selection
From the Remembrance of the Deported Hungarians 1944-1992]. Ed. György Dupka.
Ungvár – Budapest, 1993.; József Botlik – György Dupka, Magyarlakta települések
ezredéve Kárpátalján [Hungarian-inhabited Settlements For a Thousand Years in
Transcarpathaia]. Ungvár – Budapest, 1993.
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